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Abstract
Buckling of tubulars inside wellbore has been the subject of many researches and articles in the past.
Evidences in the laboratory and in the field have shown that existing buckling criteria (sinusoidal and helical
buckling) have to be challenged, as they fail to predict the onset of buckling phenomenon in complex or
unconventional wells drilled today. Indeed, existing buckling criteria assume generally that the wellbore is
idealistically perfect without any dog legs. Recent advancements in drillstring mechanics modelling has
demonstrated that dog legs, friction and rotation affect greatly the buckling phenomenon. Buckling does not
imply necessarily failure neither lock-up, but indicates the onset of a condition that may generate poor drilling
performance that could lead to failure or lock-up. In this paper, one proposes a new buckling severity index that
quantifies the severity of the buckling phenomenon enabling drilling engineers to take appropriate decision.
A fully validated numerical buckling model has been used to derive a new buckling severity index based on the
risk of drill pipe failure or lock-up. This index ranges from 1 for acceptable buckling condition with low risk of
failure, to index 4 for severe buckling with high risk of failure or lock-up. This new buckling severity index has
been compared to well-known sinusoidal and helical buckling loads in a few case studies, and demonstrates
that past buckling criteria should be used very cautiously.
This paper proposes an update of past conventional buckling criteria in recommending a new buckling severity
index that enables to quantify the risks of failure or lock-up in unconventional and deviated wells. These new
results presented in this paper should improve significantly well planning and operational procedures to drill
and operate increasing complex wells.
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